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The Mitsubishi MU-2, one of 
Japan’s most successful aircraft, 
is a high-wing, twin engine 
turboprop with a pressurized cabin. 
Work on the MU-2 began in 1956. 
Designed as a light twin turboprop 
transport suitable for a variety of 
civil and military roles, the MU-2 
first flew on September 14, 1963. 
More than 700 MU-2 aircraft were 
built before the aircraft went out 
of production in 1986. Presently, 
nearly 300 MU-2 aircraft remain in 
operation with the majority of the 
fleet registered in the U.S. 

Turbine Aircraft Services, Inc. 
(TAS) is under contract to 
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries 
America, Inc. (MHIA) to assist 
with the support of the MU-2. 
TAS distributes MHIA-issued 
publications and serves as liaison 
between MHIA and MHIA’s 
contracted Service Centers, 
Vendors and Training Agencies.
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Editorial by Pat Cannon

Here we are with summer in the rear view mirror – a 
mere memory. It went by fairly quickly and at least for 
Texans, it was a fairly benign season. Of course we had 
several days in a row over 100, but it rained a lot here 
and that broke up the long strings of extremely hot 
weather. Still, with the 100 degree days came the 
challenges of managing our aircraft in a safe manner 
while considering things like high oil temperatures 
during those long taxi operations, trying to cool down 
the cabin and cockpit after start and most importantly, 
calculating that engine out climb rate from the back of 
the blue checklist to help us plan to have some climb 
performance margin if an engine were to fail on takeoff. 
So now it is October. The majority of the really hot 
days are behind us, and we can breathe a little easier. 
We don’t have to carry a towel in the cockpit to dry 
ourselves off with and can expect a little better climb 
performance for that rare engine out event. 

I am confident that you are going to enjoy the lineup 
of articles this quarter beginning with Ralph Sorrells 
and Sorrells’ Sideslips. Ralph will update us on the 

Pat Cannon is President of Turbine Aircraft Services. 
He is an FAA Designated Pilot Examiner, former MU-2 Demo Pilot, and Safety Expert.
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programs that have taken place over the last year, many 
of which are wrapping up before years’ end. Last issue 
we featured one of the two original MU-2 owners and 
in this issue, we are featuring John Constantine, Jr., 
the only other MU-2 owner who still has the aircraft 
he purchased new from the factory. Rick Wheldon will 
weigh in with Airspeeds & THe MU-2, with great tips 
on operating in the single pilot environment. Heath Tate 
agreed to talk about all those things you never knew 
about propellers. Even Heath said that he never knew 
they were so “interesting” until he had to write about 
them. We welcome a guest writer this quarter from Grey 
Stone Advisors. Mr. James Lara has written a fascinating 
article on Aviation Mastery. What is that you say, well 
read and learn. And, last but not least, we have finally, 
after over 5 years of working with the FAA, achieved the 
long awaited changes to SFAR 108. The FAA approved 
these changes this day as I write this article.

Please enjoy this issue and as always, if you have 
suggestions for future articles, please let us know. 
We are always looking for new subject areas.
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We all learned early in our piloting days that the number 

on your airspeed indicator does not really tell you how 

fast you are going through the air. Instead, the airspeed 

indicator is merely a differential pressure gauge, 

measuring the difference between ram air pressure 

(related to speed and measured through the pitot tube) 

and static air pressure. The pitot static system then 

delivers an indication of that difference to a needle on 

the face of the airspeed indicator. This simple concept 

though, masks the many corrections that must be made 

to determine your actual velocity through the air. 

Why am I addressing this most basic fact to our MU-2 

community of experienced pilots? Hopefully, that should 

be apparent by the end of this article.

Let’s start with a general review of the various airspeeds 

and how they relate to one another. First, there’s the 

number we read on the face of the airspeed indicator, 

which we call indicated airspeed (IAS). Every instrument 

has its own error (on the card from the instrument shop 

when sending the instrument in for “calibration”). 

Correcting for the instrument error yields actual indicated 

airspeed (IAS). However, airspeed indication systems are 

also subject to errors due to the positioning of the pitot 

tube and, more likely, the static ports on the airframe. 

AIRSPEEDS
& THe MU-2

Rick Wheldon is Vice President of Turbine Aircraft Services. 
He is an Aeronautical Engineer, a former U.S. Navy aviator, and MU-2 Demo Pilot.

by Rick Wheldon
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When an airplane is certified, a long pitot static boom 

or trailing cone is typically installed on the test aircraft 

to determine free stream pitot and static pressures well 

away from the aircraft without any interference from the 

airframe. Comparing the free stream data with the data 

measured through the aircraft’s permanent pitot static 

system for the full range of angles of attack allows the 

engineers to determine a “position error” for the aircraft 

system. This error typically varies with airspeed and 

possibly configuration. Correcting indicated airspeed 

for this position error yields calibrated airspeed (CAS.)  

Once CAS is determined, the next correction is for 

compressibility. Even the MU-2 at cruise conditions 

can encounter compressibility effects. This is due to air 

compressed inside the pitot tube, which has the effect 

of falsely inflating the pressure inside the tube as extra 

air molecules are packed inside. This in turn causes 

the airspeed indicator to read higher than the actual 

airspeed. Engineers can correct for compressibility, and 

CAS corrected for compressibility is known as equivalent 

airspeed (EAS.) For a late model MU-2 at high speed 

cruise, the compressibility correction is seldom over 

3 knots, though. Finally, while the airplane aerodynamics 

respond to EAS, pilots are most interested in true 

airspeed. Therefore, there is a final correction applied 

for density altitude. Since the airspeed indicators are 

customarily calibrated for a standard day at sea level, 

any variance from those conditions will cause an error in 

the airspeed indication as compared to the actual speed 

that the airplane is moving through the air. This makes 

sense because, to get the same pressures inside a pitot 

tube in less dense air, you would need to go faster 

through that air. So, EAS is corrected for air density 

(temperature and altitude) to determine true airspeed 

(TAS), which is the actual speed of the aircraft through 

the air mass.

So now, let’s look at our MU-2. When the MU-2 was 

certified in the 1960s, the standards of the day called 

for the presentation of airspeeds to the pilot in terms 

of CAS. If you look at your AFM and checklist, you’ll 

see takeoff and approach airspeeds presented that way. 

But are those speeds the actual speeds you should fly? 

The answer is not really, because the airspeed indicator 

in front is displaying... indicated airspeed! So you, the 

pilot, will need to be making that correction. Attached 

below are several IAS/CAS correction charts from various 

MU-2 models. Note that they are all different.

Figure 1 is the Solitaire Correction Table. Look at the 

corrections for approach speeds. For a typical threshold 

speed of 100 to 110 knots, the IAS should be 4 knots 

slower than the published CAS. If you have been landing 

your Solitaire without making the correction and using 

the uncorrected CAS speeds in the checklist as your 

target, you have been carrying an extra 4 knots, which 

is slightly over 8% extra energy. Over the lifetime of an 

airframe, 8% extra energy on all landings will 

correspond to greater tire wear with more stress 

on the landing gear and airframe.

Now let’s look at Figure 2, which is the same table for 

another short body airplane, a K Model equipped with 

heated static ports. Notice that the numbers are quite 

different than those for the Solitaire. Also note that 

corrections vary by flap configuration. At the 100-110 

knots threshold speeds for flaps 20, the corrections will 

be only 1 knot. This effectively means that, for this 

K Model, unlike the Solitaire, corrections to the 

published CAS are minimal during final approach.

There is one other interesting feature seen in the 

K model table. At high speeds with flaps up, there is a 

considerable correction, up to 7 knots, that is not seen 

Figure 1. MU-2B-40 solitaire Airspeed Correction Table

Figure 2. MU-2B-25 K Model Airspeed Correction Table 
(Heated static)
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in the Solitaire tables. Effectively, the CAS is lower than 

the IAS by 7 knots. Years ago, when -10 engines were 

first installed in MU-2 K Models and speeds increased, 

I heard some pretty impressive claims for TAS with  

the K model, as much as 335 KTAS at the best speed 

altitudes. Looking into it, I found that the pilot/salesman 

had not applied the IAS/CAS correction. Had that 7 knot 

correction been applied, the TAS would have been about 

10 knots slower – still impressive, but slightly overstating 

the actual performance.

Why might there be a difference in the airspeed 

correction tables? Obviously, long body vs. short body 

geometry would cause different position errors, but see 

also the static ports in Figure 3. The Solitaire on the 

left, like other short models with heated static ports, 

has a small block positioned behind the heated port, 

while the long body Marquise in the center, also with a 

heated static port, does not. Unheated static ports like 

the J model on the right have a much smaller profile. 

Many early models of the MU-2 were originally delivered 

without heated static ports. These models may now have 

either heated or unheated static ports installed depending 

on whether Service Recommendation 064 has been 

complied with. In the AFM for each model, there may 

be different airspeed correction tables for unheated and 

heated static ports. Make sure you use the proper one 

for the airplane you are flying.    

As a last exercise, let’s look at the Marquise 

Correction Table (Figure 4) and the G Model Correction 

Table (Figure 5.) The Marquise never requires more than 

2 knots correction in the normal airspeed range. 

Therefore, the CAS numbers presented in the checklist 

are basically close enough to be usable as IAS for the 

entire normal flight envelope. The G Model requires 

about a 3 knot correction at typical approach speeds for 

flaps 20. But... there is a difference here also! Note that 

for the Marquise, the correction is positive; therefore, 

109 KCAS = 107 KIAS. For the G Model, the correction 

is negative; therefore, 109 KCAS = 112 KIAS. 

At the same weight, the target indicated threshold 

airspeed for these 2 long body models might be 5 knots 

different!

For those of you intending to install the new Angle of 

Attack system in your airplane, rest assured that the 

AOA was calibrated taking into account the CAS/IAS 

corrections, so an on speed indication on the AOA 

should accurately reflect the proper speed (and Angle 

of Attack) on approach. 

To summarize, because of the CAS corrections, which 

can be as high as 4 knots on approach, a quick look at 

the airspeed correction table for your model might be in 

order. If you see a 3 or 4 knot correction, knowing that 

your checklist airspeed is presented in CAS, make the 

small adjustment to reduce or increase your 

indicated airspeed and more precisely cross the 

threshold on target. This will lead to consistently better 

landings. Be sure to also check your instrument error 

card from the last airspeed instrument calibration and 

also correct for that when comparing approach speeds to 

the AOA indication.

Figure 3. MU-2B static ports

Figure 4. MU-2B-60 Marquise Airspeed Correction Table)

Figure 5. MU-2B-30 G Model Airspeed 
Correction Table (Heated static)



Maintenance Matters

Tulsa, OK  •  (800) 349-6827
www.ijetservice.com

Bakersfield, CA  •  (661) 302-5151

Green Bay, WI  •  (800) 382-0250
www.jetairgroup.com

Aiken, SC  •  (888) 222-7969
www.cts-mu2.com

Vienna, OH  •  (800) 837-4964
www.winner-aviation.com

Nykoping, Sweden  •  46-155-77100
www.saabgroup.com

Goiania, Brazil  •  55-62-3096-7000
www.voesete.com.br

Domestic Service Centers International Service Centers

• Highly trained, factory service personnel
• On-site MU-2 Ambassadors and 

Technical Representatives
• Detailed aircraft status reporting
• Highest standards including FAA Certified 

Repair Station
• In-house MU-2 parts inventory, 

specialized tooling, technical 
publications

• Rated #1 in AIN Product Support Survey
• Meets liability insurance standards
• In-depth pre-purchase knowledge and 

support
• Minimal aircraft downtime, rapid deployment
• Maintained to the highest factory standards
• In-house overhaul/repair capability

At your Authorized Mitsubishi MU-2 Service Center

There Is A Di�erence
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So many times, we use the descriptive phrases 

“world-class,” “best-in-class” and “excellence.” But do 

we really mean it or is it simply “ear candy” because it 

sounds good? In the realm of professional aviation, each 

of us carries a mantle of tremendous responsibility for 

the other souls with whom we share the airspace, our 

families and colleagues, our companies and employers 

and, of course, ourselves. The consequences of a serious 

misstep in our profession can have a finality that renders 

the statement, “I will do better next time” meaningless.

Given those stakes, to what level of performance should 

we aspire? Perfection? No, by definition perfection is 

simply unreachable. 

Defining Aviation Mastery 

An industry colleague of ours, President of Mastery 

Flight Training, Tom Turner, has described a standard 

that is arduous and demanding, yet achievable. 

He refers to it, simply, as mastery. One of the highlights 

of this concept is that it can be applied to each and 

Aviation Mastery 
or Minimum Standards: 
What’s Your M.O.?

Jim Lara is the principal and founder of Gray Stone Advisors, a consulting firm that helps 
aircraft operators and executives simplify the business of business aviation. With more 
than 12,000 flight hours, he has led the turnaround of corporations as well as major flight 
departments. To read more blogs by Jim and his team, visit www.GrayStoneAdvisors.com.

by Jim Lara, Gray Stone Advisors

When was the last time someone 

in the aviation profession asked 

you (or you asked yourself) “Is this 

good enough?” What does “good 

enough” really mean, anyway? 

In my opinion, the very question 

constitutes an attitude of 

mediocrity.

The real question for aviation 

professionals should be: 

“Is good enough ever really good 

enough in any business or private 

aviation pursuit?
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every one of our roles in aviation – as maintenance 

technicians, flight crew members, schedulers and 

dispatchers, business office specialists and leaders. 

Tom’s graphic (previous page) likens mastery to “earning 

your stripes.” The concept, of course, is that you move 

up the chain of command as you master each step. 

In practice, we have seen that’s not always the case.

Mastery vs. Minimums

The unfortunate reality is that aviation operational 

standards have been put forth as minimum standards. 

As you already know, this terminology is in standard 

usage for everything – from FBO leases with the local 

Airport Authority to pilot type ratings for today’s most 

sophisticated business jets. The acceptance of the 

“minimum standards” concept has helped perpetuate 

a culture of minimum performance that seeps into 

virtually every aspect of aviation. And when you consider 

the deadly consequences of a misstep, don’t you find 

it ironic that “minimum” and “standards” are used 

together in the context of “performance” and “safety”? 

Let me interject a true story here: Just a few weeks ago, 

I was present in one of our industry’s leading Part 142 

training facilities. There were about a dozen full-motion 

simulators booked around the clock. The classrooms 

were fully outfitted with the latest interactive learning 

tools. And there was a top-notch resource library staffed 

by a pair of professional librarians, eager to help with 

any conceivable research request. Over lunch, the 

conversation between one of my classmates and the 

instructor went something like this: “I’m supposed to be 

here for five days, but do you think I can skip the LOFT 

and be out of here in four days? And, if we could double 

up a day, can we check all of the boxes (61.58 check) in 

three days? What’s the minimum that I really have to do?” 

For those who’ve completed a few years of recurrent 

training, I’m sure that conversation sounds pretty 

familiar. But when the instructor really started probing 

to gauge the student’s true level of understanding 

(systems, performance, etc.), the student got resistant 

and asked, “What’s the minimum that I need to know?”

Mastering Mastery

If we truly think of ourselves as aviation professionals, 

what level of performance comes along with earning 

that title? I argue that it is mastery and mastery alone. 

That means having a profound understanding of all of 

the relevant subjects in your area of focus. And it means 

understanding all of the whys – not just the hows. 

And, finally, it means being able to mentor, teach and 

communicate your invaluable understanding and 

experiences to those individuals who are in the 

developmental years of their careers.

I believe that each of us in an aviation organization 

should be a leader. And it is up to each of us to set 

the standards of aviation mastery; first for ourselves, 

and then to influence the adoption of those standards 

throughout each of the functional areas in our respective 

organizations. 

It’s not easy. Without a doubt, the performance bar to 

reach the mastery level is ever higher. 

As we learn more, and perform at higher levels, the 

horizon of possibility and performance will always 

stretch out in front of us – always just a little out of 

reach. But as we learn more, we understand more. And 

as we understand more, we become more valuable to 

our organizations. When that happens on a consistent 

basis, our business aviation organizations can create 

more quantifiable value for their host organizations. 

When we attain that level of performance, sustainability 

of the business aviation function is within reach. But 

the quest for mastery must continue all the same.

Now, back to that opening question: “Is just ‘good 

enough’ ever really ‘good enough’?” Well, one thing is 

for certain: “good enough” certainly isn’t mastery! And, 

if it isn’t mastery that we’re aiming for, can we rightfully 

refer to ourselves as “aviation professionals”? 

After all, mastery is the cornerstone of aviation 

professionalism. 

reprinted with permission of James Lara, 

Grey stone Advisors



All propeller manufacturers have had time to perfect 
their engineering and designs over the period of their 
production, and they seem to have two predominant 
designs: an early version that they improve on and a 
subsequent design which incorporates technological 
advances to its predecessor. In Hartzell Propeller’s case, 
this earlier design is the “Steel Hub” propeller. The 
Steel Hub is the predecessor to the eventual aluminum 
hub “Compacts” and “Lightweight Turbines” propellers. 
However, unlike most other manufacturers, Hartzell did 
not abandon the Steel Hub version, but rather continued 
to design and produce new and improved versions 
alongside the newer aluminum hub propellers, offering 
new designs for new applications where warranted.

The Steel Hub propeller goes back as far as the 
1940’s when it was first introduced on the Navion as 
a hydraulically-variable pitch two blade propeller. 
It was produced through the 60’s, and it was the routine 
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by R. Heath Tate

REAl STEEl

R. Heath Tate spent many years employed by AAR Aircraft Services - Oklahoma as a Propeller 
Technician/Airframe Mechanic (4 years) and then as Manager, Propeller/Wheel & Brake Services 
(15 years).  He has been the Manager of Propeller Services at Intercontinental Jet Service Corp. 
in Tulsa, OK for the past 4 years.

M A I n T E n A n C E  S P O T l I g H T



design used from Hartzell on reciprocating aircraft. 
Along the way, there were several improvements for this 
propeller including improved thrust bearings and even a 
proprietary composite blade material called Hartzite. In 
the early 60’s the turboprop emerged, and the turbine 
version of the Steel Hub was introduced into service 
on the Beechcraft KA65-A90. Since then it has been 
installed on almost every iteration of the King Air, Piper 
Cheyenne, Cessna Conquest,  Caravan, Fairchild Metro, 
Merlin and, of course, the MU-2. It has become arguably 
the most successful and prolific propeller design used on 
turbine powered aircraft to date. As with the reciprocating 
versions, the turbine propellers have also been afforded 
several product improvements along the way to lead 
them to the rugged units they are today. Some of these 
product improvements have been the result of service 
issues that arose in the early 1990’s. Significant 
improvements and additional maintenance requirements 
grew from issues surrounding the MU-2 and King Air 
A100 applications. During the 90’s, the term “reactionless 
mode vibration” became a new phrase in the propeller 
service industry, describing a harmonic vibration typically 
excited by a quartering tailwind.

Concerning the MU-2 applications, there are several 
pieces of supplemental service information that are key in 
maintaining and evaluating the condition of a propeller, 
so I’ll chisel down these documents and discuss the 
cause and effect of each and how they work together. 

Airworthiness Directive 95-01-02

This AD superseded ADs 93-01-09, 93-09-04 and 
93-12-01 and is the driving force behind most inspection 
requirements on the 4-blade propellers today. The previous 
ADs incorporated a very strict initial and repetitive hub 
inspection on what’s now considered an older style hub. 
AD 95-01-02 also led to the incorporation of the “N” 
style blade. After enough inspections had occurred on 
the original hubs, AD 95-01-02 was released, superseding 
the original three ADs. These new changes involved 
replacing the hub with a newer version with compressively 
rolled internal pilot bores, incorporation of a shot peen 
process  on the airfoil section of the blades and a blade 
rework process now known as the “rule of .030”. These 
significant changes were eventually required of all steel 
hub propellers in the form of ADs 95-03-03 and 96-18-14 
which mandated all steel hubs to be converted to the 
compressively rolled design. Today, blade airfoil shot 
peening has become common place with 36 different 
blade models, and the “rule of .030” (which I’ll explain 
later) has become a routine overhaul requirement 

performed on all 4- and 5-blade propellers. In our world, 
all 4- blade MU-2 propellers are operating with “N” style 
blades that have shot peened airfoils and compressively 
rolled hubs. The repetitive portion of this AD requires that 
the hub still must undergo a pilot tube bore inspection 
every 3000 hours or 60 calendar months with this time 
coinciding with the routine overhaul requirement so as 
not to be an additional burden to the operator. The 
process involves the removal of 4 “interference fit” 
tubes from the hub spider itself, rework of the internal 
bores, a pair of magnetic particle inspections and new 
pilot tube reinstallation into the hub. Because of this 
routine inspection process, the amount of corrosion and 
defects we have found in these hubs is minimal and 
easily repaired (Figure 1).

Figure 1, prop Hub and pilot Tube

Service Bulletins ASB-A182B and ASB-A183B

These service bulletins were published by Hartzell 
and are referenced in AD 95-01-02 to reinforce the 
compliance schedules. They go into greater detail about 
what to do with older style hubs. They also lead us to 
the actual instructions on how to perform the hub 
inspection, and they reference another service document 
(Service Letter 195F) for these details. These two 
documents are exactly the same in nature, the exception 
being that 182B is specific to Marquise aircraft and 
183B covers all remaining MU-2 aircraft with 4-blade 
propellers. This pair of bulletins is where the repetitive 
inspection requirements for hub inspection come from, 
again requiring this hub inspection every 3000 hours or 
60 calendar months.

www.mu-2aircraft.com  11



Service Bulletin A188

This service bulletin relates directly to the blades and 
reinforces that all blades must be of the “N” style 
configuration. In addition, an initial blade inspection is 
required to be performed at the first hub inspection or 
prior to reaching 3000 hours. It’s important to remember 
that these earlier blades were not shot peened originally, 
even the “N” style blades. The blade inspection was 
mandated to identify abnormally thin blades at the 
outer airfoil stations, and, if found to be within .030” of 
the minimums, then the inboard sections of the blade 
were also required to be reduced to within .030” of 
minimums (Figure 2). This process is what is known as 
the “rule of .030” and is accomplished on all Hartzell 
4-blade and 5-blade propellers as a routine process. 
Ultimately, it takes several overhauls on a blade before 
this requirement becomes necessary. In our experience, 
we have found the LT10282NSB-5.3R (MU-2 blade) is 
manufactured with a significant amount of reparability, 
and it is common to see a blade make 4 overhauls 
before needing replacement. This service bulletin also 
added a requirement to shot peen the inboard sections 
of the blade from 7” to 30” from the center of the 
propeller, and shot peening is performed at each 
subsequent overhaul. Lastly, this bulletin (also referenced 
by AD 95-01-02) established a life limit for the blades 
at 10,000 hours.

Service Instruction 195F

Service Instruction 195F contains specific instructions 
on hub inspections. It goes into detail on how the tubes 
will be removed, bores reworked, magnetic particle 
inspections performed and new tubes installed. These 
new tubes are known as interference fit tubes, which 
means a tube is selected .002” to .004” larger than 
the pilot tube hole and will require 10,000 to 20,000 
pounds of force for installation. A skilled and 
experienced operator is necessary to keep from damaging 
the hub during installation, but assuming all precautions 
are met, the process itself continues to yield excellent 
results and will allow these new style hubs to lead an 
almost limitless life. Lastly, SI 195F outlines the manner 
in which the propeller will be marked, indicating all hub 
inspections that have been accomplished. The propeller 
serial number is now followed with an M and a number, 
and each time the process is performed, the number will 
change. Most hubs are now at M3 or M4 level.

AMOC

There is an Alternative Method of Compliance option to 
AD 95-01-02. Through several MU-2 operators’ efforts, 
the Chicago ACO that manages this AD allows, on a 
case by case basis, a deviation from the 60 calendar 
month hub inspection to stretch this inspection interval 
to 84 months. Typically, to qualify for this extension, all 
propeller details must be provided to the ACO and the 
propellers must still be in compliance at the time of 
filing. This AMOC, however, does not grant the operator 
a grace period on overhaul requirements, so in some 
cases, typically with 135 and 121 operators, this 
extension is unattainable. For those operating under 
FAR 91, though, it does postpone the hub inspection 
required by AD 95-01-02 by 24 months.

This propeller began its life with the MU-2 in the 
seventies and was reborn from almost completely new 
components in the early nineties. From 1995 until now, 
it has seen 21 years of life and many hours of service 
with no further issues. Certainly, in the future, we will 
start to see blades fall out of service through attrition 
since the life expectancy of an aluminum blade is roughly 
4 overhauls. Finally, in terms of overhaul/inspection 
work, this is one of the more complex propellers 
regarding supplemental service information, as seen 
from the preceding documents. It is very important that 
your propeller service facility is educated in the MU-2 
Steel Hub propeller.

Figure 2, Blade and Blade Thickness Measurement
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EngInEERIng ACTIvITIES

As an expression of MHIA’s continuing commitment to our 
Mitsubishi MU-2 Owners and Operators to demonstrate 
a strong safety culture, a number of engineering projects 
have been completed or are nearing completion. I think 
you will agree that MHIA’s efforts have paid off over the 
years. Benefits include reducing accidents and incidents, 
increased value of your airplane, reduced insurance rates, 
and the number one rating in product support.

AnglE OF ATTACK SySTEM

Ever since the Alpha Systems AOA was approved for all 
models of the MU-2, the kits have practically flown off 
of the shelves. So far Alpha Systems has been able to 
keep up with demand but just barely. Installations by 
the MU-2 Authorized Service Centers are going well. 
Initially a few modifications were required as would be 
expected in any new system, but as of the publication 
of this article, those “bugs” have been identified and 
corrected. MU-2 owners who have already had the 
system installed have all expressed positive feedback. 

To order your AOA system, contact your MU-2 
Authorized Service Center and schedule the installation. 
As a reminder, the AOA system for the MU-2 airplane is 
basically an off-the-shelf unit manufactured by Alpha 
Systems. The MU-2 version features angle of attack 
guidance for ALL MU-2 flap positions including fully 
retracted flaps (zero degrees) and approach flaps. In the 
event the airplane gets too slow, before the stick shaker 
activates and a stall is imminent, a voice advisory will 
annunciate “Too Slow” through the headset.

lOng AWAITED ICIng vIDEO

As our calendar moves toward the winter months, I’m 
pleased to announce that the updated MU-2 Icing Video 
is almost ready as a replacement for the old tried and 
true video. We will be saying “Hello” to a new moderator, 
Michelle Kohl, but we will still have plenty of Pat Cannon 
in the video to give us the benefit of his vast experience 

of flying in and avoiding icing 
conditions.  

Until the FAA revises 
AD 2003-22-07 R1 to call out 

the new Icing Awareness Video part number, the previous 
MU-2 Icing Video will still be acceptable to meet the 
JCAB and FAA requirements. To facilitate the availability 
of the updated video, the FAA has agreed to approve 
an Alternative Means of Compliance (AMOC) to view 
the new video. Viewing time for the new video has been 
reduced to slightly over one hour. Outdated information 
has been replaced with more current information on 
airframe icing. Of course, the main theme that MHIA 
has continued to stress is: “If you are in ice... GET OUT!”

nOSE lAnDIng gEAR 
CAMPAIgn – SHORT BODy MU-2

You have probably noticed that MHIA has been sending 
out quite a bit of information on the short body nose 
landing gear maintenance and operational procedures.  
As the MU-2 ages, parts wear. While it might be possible 
to rig the nose landing gear to compensate for worn 
parts, this practice can eventually lead to a collapsed 
nose gear and, of course, a more expensive option than 
replacing the worn parts with genuine MU-2 parts. 
A new Service Bulletin is in the approval cycle to call 
for a much more diligent inspection of the nose landing 
gear components. While there have never been any 
injuries resulting from a nose landing gear collapse, 
this is the type of incident that MHIA believes can be 
avoided with improved maintenance and awareness. 

gETTIng READy 
FOR THE ICIng SEASOn

While airframe icing can occur any time of the year 
depending on certain conditions and altitudes, we know 
that the probability of encountering icing increases in 
the winter months. Now might be a good time to check 
all of your airplane’s ice protection systems and to repair 
or replace those systems and/or components as required 
to assure they are functioning properly.

Keep ‘em Flying Safely.

Ralph Sorrells is Deputy General Manager 
of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries America.

S O R R E l l S ’  S I D E S l I P S  by Ralph Sorrells

Michelle Kohl, 
MU-2 icing Video moderator
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O W n E R  /  O P E R A T O R  S P O T l I g H T

Interviewing John Constantine is like 

picking up a book at a store and thinking 

it’s about one thing, but after reading the 

first page you’re hooked into an adventure 

that leads to unexpected places.

John’s company is one of only two owners in the world 

that still operate their original MU-2; his purchased 

from Mitsubishi Aircraft International in San Angelo, 

Texas, July, 1975. That he still flies and babies his 

N375AC (the 375 for short, a beloved nod to his father) 

is a tribute to his respect for the engineering of the 

Mitsubishi airplane, and his relationship with talented 

professionals from maintenance centers like Mark Cobb 

at Fayetteville Aviation, Neil James of Intercontinental 

Jet, Mike Noblin at Mid-South, and Kevin Peterson, who 

collaborate with John on the maintenance of his ship. 

The value he feels is only seconded by the love of flight 

he enjoys every time he takes 

the MU-2 into the air, particularly with young passengers 

like his 2-year old granddaughter whom he thinks might 

catch the family’s affinity for piloting. All that information 

is a worthy story, one ripe with connections and the 

value of expert training and safety standards validated 

by the SFAR 108, and by regularly attending the PROP 

seminars to share camaraderie and experiences with 

other pilots about their twin-engine turbo props. But, 

if that were all there was to tell about the Constantine 

family, it would be a pale reflection on a legacy that has 

dipped and soared on the most riotous of air currents. 

This is a family of pilots who have been trailblazers, 

Academy Award winners, and survivors. John’s father 

started Constantine Engineering Laboratories Company 

(CELCO) in 1950. An entrepreneur in technology, he 

John Constantine, Jr. 
     A Family of Aviators

by Kimberly Fish
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saw early on the advantage of piloting as a means to 

better expand business and efficiency in client services 

up and down the east coast. He (and John’s Mom too) 

began flight training in 1952. They bought a 1952 C 

model Bonanza then upgraded to the C50 Twin Bonanza. 

With four children growing up in the Constantine 

household, all of them wanted to learn how to fly. 

Flight travel took a fiery turn, when in 1957 John Sr. 

was taking off from Spring Valley Airport in his new 

Helio Courier with several passengers strapped in, 

including 8-year old John, Jr. and 18-year old Sven 

Granlund. At the crash site, all escaped with Sven 

pulling John, Jr. from the wreckage. A miracle for sure, 

and no less so than when Sven and John finally 

reconnected 57 years later to relive that frightful 

experience and give thanks for the miracle of surviving. 

In a serendipitous turn of events, Sven, who later 

became a Delta Airlines captain, was instructing at 

that time for Bill Bohlke, Sr., who owned Spring Valley 

Airport. Ten-year-old Bill Bohlke, Jr. who witnessed the 

crash, went on to become an American Airlines pilot and 

Bill, Jr. and John, Jr. surprisingly reconnected at Howell 

Enterprises in Smryna, TN many years later, happily 

discovering their mutual admiration for MU-2s and their 

incredible memories from that day. 

As CELCO business development expanded, the 

Constantine men worked together as engineers and 

found flight on an Aero Commander 680 E and their 

West Coast Beech Duke to be the best way to keep 

their facilities and client meetings within good time 

management. In 1975 it was time to upgrade the Aero 

Commander, and the CELCO executives looked for the 

best aircraft to help meet expanding needs. They test 

flew all the competition, including the King Air, 

Cheyenne, and the Aero Commander Turbo Props. The 

MU-2 became the early favorite with it’s greater useful 

load, speed and operating envelope due to the Garrett 

engines, full span fowler flaps and spoilers, plus it was 

price competitive. At its redline speed of 250 knots, 

John says the MU-2 felt solid and smooth where the 

others felt like they were pushing the envelope. 

The family flew to San Angelo in July, 1975 and took 

ownership of a brand new airplane. John was the only 

Constantine who did not have a twin rating, so he was 

not able to be checked out in the new plane. Networking 

at the hangar turned him toward a multi-engine flight 

instructor who had the time to put John through the 

paces. After five hours of intensive training, he was 

ready to present his flight certificate to the MU-2 

instructor in charge, and on August 4th settled into a 

2.5-hour check ride in the airplane. Working that hard to 

gain certification put the MU-2 near and dear to John’s 

heart, not to mention that his wedding occurred within 

days of his flight check, which made the whole summer 

of ‘75 unforgettable.

After 41 years, the MU-2 is still the ideal plane for the 

CELCO team. Even as their business model evolved 

through various cycles, eventually leading them into 

creating digital color film recorders for the emerging 

animation technology at Disney (ergo the Technical 

Achievement Award and Scientific and Engineering 

Awards from the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and 

Sciences,) John says the MU-2 is still his go-to choice 

for flight. He prefers to hand fly the critical parts of 

a flight to maintain sharpness, and with his schedule 

taking him between New Jersey and Florida he finds 

the safety features and expert handling to still be key 

components of his 375. 

Having sought additional training with Reece Howell, 

John learned the finer points of handling the MU-2. 

Exceeding the FAA maintenance standards, continuing 

with safety training beyond the SFAR requirements, 

and supporting the PROP seminars have been essential 

to prolonging the life of the 375, but also the family’s 

pleasure in flying a mature airplane. John has from 

the earliest days flown his wife and family with him on 

business endeavors to varied locations, always relying 

on the safety and efficiency of the MU-2. They’ve even 

flown non-stop from Hayden, Colorado to Orange County 

airport in eastern New York, a distance of 1503 nm at 

29,000 feet. Airborne for 4 hours and 46 minutes, they 

credit that as one of their most memorable flights, 

landing with a safe fuel reserve and an average block 

speed of 315 knots.

John feels like he’s grown up with planes, and  

specifically the MU-2 has been there for all his best 

accomplishments, and it is truly part of his family.
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At long last, the FAA has issued changes to what was 
SFAR 108 by removing its Special Federal Aviation 
Regulation status and moving it permanently into a 
subpart of FAR Part 91. Subpart N, as it will be known 
in the future, is effectively unchanged insofar as the 
ruling is concerned. Nothing has changed as far as the 
training requirement, profiles, ground curricula, the 
requirement to train using all of the profiles, ground 
subject areas and especially the FAA-accepted checklist. 
But let me take you back several years to when SFAR 
108 was issued.

Just after the original issuance of SFAR 108 in 2008, 
recommendations were made to the management of 
FAA’s AFS-820 to remove the training curriculum ground 
subject areas and specifically the training flight profiles 
from the body of the Federal Register. Why? To answer 
that, you have to know the regulatory process. It is a 
known fact that regulatory change through the NPRM 
route can take a minimum of 4 years to wind its way 
through the rulemaking process. Both MHIA and the 
FAA AEG (Aircraft Evaluation Group) expected that 
updating of profiles and procedures might be needed 
over the years following the initial implementation of 
SFAR 108. For example, after the Flight Standards 
Board had completed its review in 2005, all of the 
speed charts had been dropped in the FAA’s edit process 
and one profile contained guidance that was not 
consistent with FAA training procedures. The effort by 
MHIA and the FAA’s AEG office to move SFAR 108 
training material out of the Federal Register started 
shortly after it was published. 

In 2012, in the wake of the Colgan accident and Air 
France 447, the FAA finally changed their procedures 
for training and testing stall recognition and recovery 
procedures. This effort was so intensive that the FAA 
was mandated to check with every training academy, 
right up to and including Boeing’s own training 
program, to see when they were planning to implement 
their changes to the stall training procedures. Of course, 

SFAR 108 was stuck with no method of changing the 
profiles, as they were published in the Federal Register 
as final rule. Therefore, to change a profile would require 
a regulatory change, and it has taken MHIA from then 
until now and more than a dozen visits to Washington, 
DC FAA Headquarters to get it done. 

Since I am writing this article on the very day that MHIA 
was informed of the change, and you are now reading 
this in October, you have by now heard all about this 
change, but I’m going to take the time to try to explain 
it as comprehensibly as possible.

First and foremost, the provisions that existed in 
SFAR 108 have not been changed at all. Like any set of 
regulatory sections, each part of the SFAR was assigned 
a newly appointed location and regulation number in 
FAR Part 91, Subpart N. Nothing disappeared and nothing 
changed with some exceptions that I will discuss later.

Some language was changed to align the sections to 
regulatory jargon as opposed to that which was attached 
specifically to an SFAR. References to paragraphs were 
changed from SFAR chapter numbers to regulatory 
numbers and so forth. Actually, it is now easier to 
read than it was as an SFAR. You can now refer to a 
regulation number rather than trying to find it buried 
in the middle of, say, section 6 of SFAR 108. 

Why did they do this? It’s simple really. All SFARs are 
supposed to have an automatic cancellation date. 
In the case of not only SFAR 108, but also the Robinson 
Helicopter SFAR, these dates were overridden and these 
SFARs continued with no termination date. I believe 
that the FAA has been contemplating this type of move 
from SFAR to regulation status for quite some time. 
I think that this change was actually hinted at to Ralph 
Sorrells and me by the FAA’s acting director of the 
regulatory division over 5 years ago. By moving the 
regulatory mandate from SFAR 108 to an FAR and 
Subpart, they can once again continue the SFAR 

What’s that?
by Pat Cannon

SUBPART N



program in the manner that was intended: to specify 
automatic cancellation dates. The second and more 
important reason that this change took place is that 
it finally accomplished removing both of the training 
program elements, which included both ground subjects 
and flight profiles from the body of a regulation and into 
a reference document, in this case an Advisory Circular. 
Voila, an Advisory Circular can be changed and updated 
as necessary in a manner much less laborious than trying 
to change a regulation. The new profiles contained in 
Advisory Circular 91-89 are complete, displaying speed 
data and where necessary, Warning, Caution and Instructor 
action boxes. In addition, all profiles are correct 
and are complete considering current FAA training 
standards and procedures. New procedures for the CDFA 
(Controlled Descent Final Approach) procedures were 
added as alternative training exercises to teach this new 
approach by the FAA to revert from the old “Dive and 
Drive” concept of non-precision approach procedures. 
All in all, the largest change to safety is the concept of 
positively reducing angle of attack in an approach to 
stall before adding power. Altitude is no longer considered 
a factor in recovery. Even at 300 feet AGL, a positive 
reduction of angle of attack with recovery power will result 
in a stall recovery in less than the remaining altitude. 

Now for the big change. All instructors that intend to 
teach any part of the approved MU-2 training program 
must submit a request to the FAA for the issuance of an 
LOA (Letter of Authorization) to instruct in the MU-2. 
That includes those of you that regularly only fly the 
required one hour of time to complete the 61.56 Flight 
Review endorsement requirements for those pilots training 
in the FTD at SimCom. They have made the process of 
obtaining the LOA extremely simple by allowing you to 
submit a letter attached to the Advisory Circular, which 
then becomes the training program manual you will use. 
If you read carefully, you will also see that you may submit 
your own version of a training manual under a request 
for an AMOC in order to use it. It must, however, still 
comply with all of the required items, both in ground 
curriculum and flight training profiles that are specified 
in the minimum requirements of both the preamble 
to the regulation and in the preamble of the AC. What 
does that mean? It means that you are not likely going 
to have to change much, if anything. Simply use the AC 
as the training program. These requests are going to be 
sent through your local Flight Standards District Office 
who will then forward that LOA request to AFS-800 
for final approval. The local POI (Principal Operations 
Inspector) will be briefed on the procedures to be used 

to obtain this LOA. If you don’t have approval back by 
November 7, 2016, you will not be allowed to instruct 
in the MU-2.

By the time this article is published, there will be an 
ongoing effort to communicate to the POIs who have 
received requests from you to issue the LOA and to have 
them process it to FAA’s AFS-800 for approval. AFS-800 
is well aware of the urgency to issue the LOAs to active 
instructors, especially those of you who have regular 
student loads, so if you have not requested your LOA 
by the time you read this, you must do so right away to 
allow approval time. Don’t lose your ability to instruct in 
the MU-2. 

MHIA considers this move from SFAR to Part 91 and 
Advisory Circular to be a positive step toward safety 
enhancement. Even though statistically the MU-2 now 
has the best accident rate among comparable turboprop 
aircraft in the industry, the updated stall recognition and 
recovery techniques should result in improved safety 
and will speak to the FAA’s crusade against Loss of 
Control accidents going forward.

Of course, if you have any questions regarding this move 
to Part 91 or the instructor requirement, call Pat Cannon 
at 972-248-3108.
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